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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS WARRANTY - SERVICE GUIDETABLE OF CONTENTS PAGE ABOUT MOVADO 3 CARE AND MAINTENANCE 4 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS Standard 2-manual models - quartz and Automatic 7 (includes most Movado Museum Dial) Standard 3-hand models Day/Date - quartz and Automatic 8 (includes Datron, SE, Series 800 Sub-Sea, and
Vizio PEEK quartz clock, and Red Label and Series 800 Sub-Sea Automation) quartz Worldtime Models with Gmt Fast Change Feature 9 (includes series 800 Worldtime models) Automatic 2- and 3-hand Models with AnimatedTABLE OF CONTENT Automatic 3-manual model with animated 24-hour universal time indicator PAGE 39 (includes Movado Redado Red Label
Calendomatic Universal Time Models) Automatic 2-manual model with lunar phase disc and date indicator 40 (includes Movado Red Label Planisphere models) Automatic 2-manual models with aperture phase of the moon and date indicator 42 (includes Movado Red Label Skymap) Digital L.e.d.O.OMOVADO Prime time company Known for its modern design, Movado has
earned over 100 patents and 200 international awards for artistry and innovation since 1881. This is the hallmark of some of the most famous watches ever created, notably the Movado Museum® Watch.CARE and MAINTENANCE Like any finely crafted mechanism, your Movado watch requires periodic maintenance to ensure optimal performance. Maintenance includes
complete disassembly, cleaning, replacement of parts as needed, assembly and motion lubricant. In addition to any necessary battery replacement, a maintenance interval of 3 to 5 years is recommended. Never open the watch yourself. If your watch needs repair or adjustment, take it or send it directly to Movado Authorized Service Center. CARE AND MAINTENANCE OTHER
TAKE: If your watch is equipped with a screw down crown or pushers, be sure to screw it/them back down in case after each surgery. Waterproofness only applies to the case of the watch; Some watch straps should not be worn underwater or exposed to wet conditions. Please watch Strap Care. Avoid subjecting the watch to sudden and excessive temperature fluctuations. Do not
lower the watch or hit it on a hard surface. CARE AND MAINTENANCE Battery Info Movado quartz watch has a 1.55 volt silver oxide battery that is specifically designed for watches. It will last approximately 18 to 36 months with normal use. NOTE: Frequent use of special features, such as a stopwatch timer on chronograph models, can shorten battery life. End of life function: The
second hand on many models will start to move with a stop in 4-second increments, when the battery is almost exhausted, signaling the need to replace it. OPERATING STANDARD 2-HAND MODELS AND AUTOMATIC includes most Movado Museum Dial FIGURE A Crown: Position 1 - Normal Running position. The crown pushed into the case. Case. 2 - T o set TIME: Turn the
crown in either direction. To manually wind automatic movement: Moving your hand during normal daily activities should be enough to keep the movement of your Movado automatic wound clock. STANDARD 3-HAND DAY/DATE MODELS and AUTOMATIC includes Datron, SE, Series 800 Sub-Sea and Vizio PEEK quartz watches, as well as Red Label quartz watches and Series
800 Sub-Sea Automatics Crown: Position 1 - N ormal Running Position. The crown pushed into the case. Position 2 - T o date set: Turn the crown clockwise. Set DAY: Turn the crown counterclockwise. Position 3 - T o set TIME: Turn the crown in any direction. KWART WORLDTIME MODEL WITH GMT KVIK CHANGE FUNCTION includes series 800 Worldtime Model H M 1 2 3 T
S D FIGURE A LEGEND: H - Hour Side M - Minute Hand S - Seconds Hand G - GMT Hand D - Date Window T - 24-hour Universal Time Scale Crown Position: Position 1 - Normal Position Works; Crown pushed in case Position 2 - Fast Correction Date and GMT Hand: Turn the crown clockwise, To change The Date D Turn the anti-clockwise crown to move the GMT side of G
around the 24-hour scale T Position 3 - Time setting posAUTOMATIC 2- And 3-HAND MODELS WITH DATE Includes Movado Red Label Calendomatic and Red Label Calendomatic with small seconds crown position: Position 1 - N. Crown pushed in case. Position 2 - Fast date correction. Position 3 - T ime position setting. To adjust the time: 1. Pull the crown to position 3; the
watch (the small second hand S in Figure B) stops. 2.CHRONOGRAPHS Chronograph combines two chronometer functions. It includes a stop-hour device to measure time intervals, regardless of the time of day. All Swiss Movado chronographs are waterproof to a minimum depth of 30 meters (3 bar/3ATM/99 feet). QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 OF A SECOND - TYPE A
includes Movado BOLD large 43.5 mm and 800 Series Of 800 Underwater quartz chronographs These chronograph models have a minute counter (up to 30), an hour-counter and a small second subdial; Center-mounted chronograph second hand; and a date or a large date window. They can be used for event time of up to 12 hours in duration up to the nearest second.
TIME/DATE SETTING To set the time: 1. Unlock the screw down crown on models with this feature. See The Screw Down Crown for instructions. QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 OF A SECOND - TYPE A includes Movado BOLD large 43.5 mm and 800 Series Of 800 UNDERWATER quartz chronographs IMPORTANT: Don't press the A or B button when the crown is pulled to
position 2 or 3. If the A or B button is accidentally activated while the crown is not washed off against the case, one or more chronograph hands can be desynchronized. If it's follow the instructions at the end to synchronize the chronograph hands. QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 A SECOND - TYPE A includes Movado BOLD large 43.5 mm and 800 underwater quartz quartz 4.
When Hand C reaches zero, click B. 5. Now click A to set up E. 6's minute counter hand. When hand E reaches zero position, click B. 7. Use the A button again to set up the F. 8 hour-long counter hand. When Hand F reaches zero position, press the crown back to position 1 (and screw back down in the case). CVARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 second - Type B includes a series of
800 Underwater retrograde time/DATE SETTING Crown position: Position 1 - N ormal running position. The crown is screwed down in the case. Position 2 - T o date set: Turn the crown clockwise. Position 3 - T o set TIME: Turn the crown in any direction. QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 second - Type B includes a series of 800 Underwater Retrograde Chronograph Accumulated
Time Features: To measure the combined time of a series of short events, such as the actual time of the football game, where the game is repeatedly interrupted: 1. Click button A to start the chronograph. 2. Click the second time to stop the chronograph and read passed time. 3. Click the A button again to resume the measurement. 4.CWARTS CHRONOGRAPH 1/5 OF A
SECOND includes 800 series chronograph models for women to set the time: 1. Pull the crown to position 3; Watch (small seconds side S) stops. NOTE: If the crown is stretched to position 3 while the chronograph is running, the time will stop. 2. Turn the crown in either direction to set the H hour and minute M hands the desired time to fit the AM/PM. 3. Push the crown back to
position 1; Watch the reboot. To set DATE: 1. Pull the crown to position 2. 2. Turn the crown clockwise to set the date D.'ZUARTY CHRONOGRAPH 1/5 OF A SECOND Includes a series of 800 female models of the chronograph Accumulated time functions: To measure the combined time of a series of short events, such as the actual time of the game of football, where the game
is repeatedly interrupted: 1. Click button A to start the chronograph. 2. Click the second time to stop the chronograph and read passed time. 3. Click the A button again to resume the measurement. 4.QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/10 SECOND - TYPE A includes quartz chronograph 2 Movado Junior Sport. T urn the crown in any direction to move your hands and set the time -
check that the date changes at midnight, not noon. 3. Move your hands slightly ahead of the exact time, then slowly rotate the anticedlocks crown to align the minute arrow of the M with the correct minute marker. 4. Take an accurate time signal (e.g. from a news station). 1/10 A SECOND - TYPE A includes the Movado Junior Sport quartz chronograph chronograph and moves G's
hand to the corresponding tenth-second mark. Pressing the B button will reset the hands of G, E and C to zero. The crown should be in position 1, and the hands should be at zero before the chronograph. If necessary, press the B button to reset to zero. Don't use a chronograph while the crown is crown Pulled to position 2 or 3.QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/10 OF A SECOND -
TYPE B includes the original series 800 Sports and Sports Elegant quartz chronographs 3. T urn the crown to move your hands and set the time, making sure the date changes at midnight rather than noon. 4. Move your hand a little ahead of the exact time and then slowly rotate the crown counterclockwise to align the minute side of the M with the correct minute marker. 5. Take
an accurate time signal (e.g. from a news station). QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/10 OF A SECOND - TYPE B includes original sporty and sporty elegant quartz chronographs, but blocks the A and B buttons until the crown is pulled out. IMPORTANT: The crown should be in position 1 and the hands must be at zero before the chronograph is launched. Click the B button to reset
your hands to zero. Don't press the A or B button while the crown is pulled to position 2 or 3.KWARTS CHRONOGRAPH 1/10 FROM SECOND - TYPE C Includes Cerena, Datron, Movado BOLD Titanium XL, new Movado Circa, Museum Sport, Sapphire Synergy and SE Pilot quartz chronographs These chronograph models are equipped with a minute counter (up to 30), a tenth
of a second counter that becomes a clock counter in 30 minutes, and a small second-hand auxiliary clock and a central chronograph of the second hand; some of them have the Big Date feature. They can be used for event times of up to 29 minutes and 59.CVARC CHRONHOGRAPH 1/10 A SECOND - TYPE C Includes Cerena, Datron, Movado BOLD Titanium XL, new Movado
Circa, Sports Museum, Sapphire Synergy and SE Pilot quartz chronographers in progress, it should be set the next day: The date will not automatically advance at midnight if it has been fixed through a quick mode during these hours. NOTE: The crown should be in position 1 and the hands should be at zero before the chronograph is launched. Click the B button to reset your
hands to zero. QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/10 A SECOND - TYPE C includes Cerena, Datron, Movado BOLD Titanium XL, new Movado Circa, Sports Museum, Sapphire Synergy and SE Pilot quartz time chronographs or intermediate time functions: Take intermediate time readings as the race progresses: 1. Click button A to start the chronograph. 2. Press the B button to stop
the chronograph for a moment. 3. Read the intermediate time, for example: 10 minutes, 10 seconds. 4. Click B to renew the chronograph function. QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/10th of a second - Type D Includes Movado BOLD 38 mm medium size and Verto NOTE quartz chronographs: Date D will advance one each time clockwise H two completes two clockwise revolutions
passing midnight. 3. Push the crown back to position 1; Watch the reboot. Up to 1. 2. 3. Adjust the date quickly with the crown: Pull the crown into position 2; Watch T urn crown counterclockwise in advance date. CVARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/10th of a second - Type D includes Movado BOLD 38mm medium size and Verto Split Time quartz chronographs or intermediate time
functions: You can take a take Reading time as the race progresses with these models: 1. Click button A to start the chronograph. 2. Press the B button to stop the chronograph for a moment. 3. Read the intermediate time, for example: 10 minutes, 26 seconds, 3/10 seconds. 4. Click B to renew the chronograph function. Hands will catch up with the ongoing event. 5.ANA-DIGI
1/100 A SECOND includes Movado Dura ana-digi quartz chronograph functions. The chronograph function can be used for event time up to 47 hours, 59 minutes and 59.99 seconds in duration. IMPORTANT: Never work with a crown when the clock is underwater. Make sure the crown returns to position 1 (neutral position) after each use. Feature selection: With the crown in
position 1 (neutral position), rotate it in any direction to select the function. ANA-DIGI QUARC CHRONOGRAPH 1/100 OF A SECOND includes Movado Dura ana-digi Checking/changing time display mode: digital time can be displayed either 12 hours (AM/PM) or 24-hour mode: 1. With the crown in position 1, select T2. 2. Tap the crown once: If the letter A or P appears, the time
is displayed in 12-hour mode. NOTE: When in 12-hour display mode, a small letter P appears next to the numbers indicating the time when it is between noon and midnight. 3.ANA-DIGI 1/100 OF A SECOND includes Movado Dura ana-digi quartz chronograph using countdown timer: 1. Select TimerTM function. 2. Pull the crown into position 2: Figures indicating the clock and
minutes begin to flash in the lower display. 3. Turn the crown in any direction to set how long you want to count: fast rotation changes the clock; slow rotation changes protocols. 4.ANA-DIGI 1/100 A SECOND includes Movado Dura ana-digi USING THE ALARM, used simultaneously. To go to a different mode, you must first stop the chronograph and reset the oncoming display to
zero. However, you can choose and use other watch features while the chronograph is running. Alarm: 1. Choose Alarm AL. 2. Pull the crown into position 2: Figures indicating the clock and minutes begin to flash in the lower display. 3.AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 OF A SECOND - TYPE A Includes original Movado Circa, Movado Master and Vizio automatic chronographs
P LEGEND: H - Clockwork M - Minute Hand S - Small Seconds Hand C - Chronograph Seconds Counter D - Chronograph 12-hour counter E - Chronograph 30-minute counter J - Date mapping P - 30 3 - Crown Position - Chronograph Push Button (Start/Stop) B - Chronograph To Press Button (split-time/reset) R - Fast Date Correction FIGURE These automaticAUTOMATIC
CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 A SECOND - TYPE includes Movado Circa, Movado Master and Vizio automatic TIME/DATE SETTING IMPORTANT: The crown should be in position 1, and the hands should be at zero before the chronograph is launched. If necessary, press the B button to reset to zero. Do not use a chronograph while the crown is stretched into position 1. We don't work
with the A and B chronograph buttons while the watch is underwater. NOTE: The Hand S is a second hand for standard timekeeping. AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 OF A SECOND - TYPE A includes the original Movado Circa, Movado Master and Vizio automatic CHRONOgraphs FIGURE D To measure heart rate (only selected models): (see figure D) Your automatic
Movado chronograph can also have an inner bezel ring calibrated to measure your heart rate, using a C. Find the pulse. 3.AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 OF A SECOND - TYPE B includes new SE automatic chronographs manually before setting time or operating the functions of the chronograph: 1. W ith crown in position 1, flush against the case, rotate the crown clockwise
in about 20 revolutions. 2. Reset time according to the instructions below. TIME/DATE SETTING To set the time: 1. Pull the crown to position 3; Watch the stops. 2.AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 OF A SECOND - TYPE B includes new SE IMPORTANT automatic chronographs: The crown must be in position 1, and the hands must be at zero before the chronograph starts. If
necessary, press the B button to reset to zero. Do not use a chronograph while the crown is stretched into position 2 or 3. We don't work with the A and B chronograph buttons while the watch is underwater. NOTE: The Hand S is a second hand for standard timekeeping. AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 OF A SECOND - TYPE C includes new Datron NOTE automatic
chronographs: Hand movements during normal daily activities should be enough to keep the watch automatically wound. However, if you haven't worn the watch for more than 48 hours and it's stopped, you'll need to wind the chronograph movement manually before you set the time or operation functions of the chronograph: 1.AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 1/1 A SECOND -
TYPE C includes new DATRON automatic chronographs IMPORTANT: the crown must be in position 1, and the hands should be on zero before the chronograph is launched. If necessary, press the B button to reset to zero. Do not use a chronograph while the crown is stretched into position 2 or 3. We don't work with the A and B chronograph buttons while the watch is
underwater. NOTE: The Hand S is a second hand for standard timekeeping. AUTOMATIC 3-HAND MODEL WITH ANIMATED 24-HOUR UNIVERSAL TIME INDICATION includes Movado Red Label Calendomatic Universal Time Model NOTE: Hand movement during normal daily activities should enough to keep the movement of your fine Movado automatic wound clock.
However, if you haven't worn the watch for 38 hours or more and the clock has stopped, you will need a wind breeze Manual before setting local time or universal time indication: 1.AUTOMATIC 2-HAND MODEL With MOON PHASE DISK AND DATE INDICATOR Includes Movado Red Label Planisphere model LEGEND: H - Hour Hand M - Minute Hand L - 2-month Phase D -
Date A Indicator - Phase B Button B Moon - Button Corrector Dates Crown Position: Position 1 - Normal Position. The crown pushed into the case. AUTOMATIC 2-HAND MODEL WITH MOON PHASE DISK AND DATE INDICATOR includes Movado Red Label Planisphere models To correct the moon phase indicator: NOTE: These models have a two-month moon phase
indicator: the moon phase disk takes 59 days - cycling through two full and two new moons - to complete one complete revolution in subdial L. Use the narrow end of the supplied corrector tool to operate the Moon A phase corrector button at the top of the case at 12:30 p.m. AUTOMATIC 2-HAND MODELS With MOON PHASE APERTURE AND DATE INDICATOR includes
Movado Red Label Skymap to set the time: 1. Pull the crown to position 2; Watch the stops. 2. Turn the crown in any direction to move your hands at the right time, making sure that the specified date changes at midnight, not at noon. 3. Push the crown back to position 1; Watch the reboot, now set to fix the time. DIGITAL L.E.D. TOUCH-SCREEN MODELS WITH TWO TIMES
AND MONTH/DATE DISPLAY includes the Movado BOLD touch 12-hour format; DATE mode is displayed in month/date format. One of the three smaller LED displays under the main indicates which mode is active. The touchscreen crystal is specially processed to withstand fingerprints/smears. DIGITAL TOUCH SCREEN L.E.D. MODELS WITH DUAL-TIME AND MONTH/DATE
DISPLAY includes Movado BOLD Touch-Screen Digital NOTE: If a 5-second LED display is activated five times a day, the battery life spans 24 months. More frequent operation will reduce battery life. SETTING TIME/DATE: You can enter customization mode from any of the 3 display modes - TIME1, TIME2 or DATE: 1.ROTATING BE'S Select Movado sports models have a
single-directional bezel to measure past times. The engraved bezel rotates counterclockwise. It can be used, for example, to monitor the number of minutes left during a snorkeling expedition or a similar group trip: 1. Align the arrow marker on the bezel with the current position of the minute hand. 2.SCREW-DOWN CROWN Many Movado sports watches and chronographs are
equipped with a special screw-down crown that helps seal the case against water and moisture. Before trying to set a time or date, you must first unlock the screw down the crown by turning it counterclockwise until it weakens (approximately six rotations). As the watch has been installed at the right time and date according to the instructions, the crown must be screwed back into
the enclosure to ensure waterproof: 1.OBTAINING SERVICE SERVICE The Movado watch requires maintenance or repair, you can take or send it to any authorized Movado service center. For the most up-to-date and complete worldwide list, visit www.movado.com. Packing and mailing instructions must include your full return address and phone number, as well as a brief note
describing the problem with your watch and/or necessary maintenance. List all the items you would like to process or repair. WARRANTY INFORMATION Congratulations on your purchase. The Movado watch is not only beautiful in design, it is created in the exact and performance of Swiss watches. Made by highly skilled craftsmen and consisting only of high quality materials
and components, your watch has left our factory in excellent condition after undergoing rigorous quality tests. We are proud to stand for every fine Movado watch we sell. MOVADO AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTERS To find an authorized service center (s) in your global geographic region, visit , click on the Movado brand logo, and then click on the FIND A RETAILER or
WATCH REPAIR LOCATION button on the right in the CREATE YOUR ACCOUNT pop-up field. To go there now, click here. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS WARRANTY - SERVICE GUIDE 50Page 2Standard 2-Hand Models - quartz and Automatic 7 (includes most Movado Museum Dial)Standard 3-hand Models Day/Date - quartz and Automatic 8 (includes Datron, SE, Series
800 Sub-Sea, and Vizio PEEK quartz watches, and Red Label and 800 Sub-Sea Automation Series) quartz Worldtime Models with Gmt Fast Change Feature 9 (Includes series 800 Worldtime models)Automatic 2- and 3-handed Models with Animated Date 10 (Includes Movado Red Label Calendomatic and Red Label Calendomatic with small seconds)1/1 second quartz
chronograph - Type A 12 (includes Movado BOLD large 43.5 mm and series 800 Underwater quartz chronographs)Quartz chronograph 1/1 second - Type B 15 (includes series 800 Underwater retrograde chronographs)Kwar chronograph 1/1 second - Type B 15 (includes series 800 Underwater retrograde chronographs)Kwar 1/5 second 17 chronograph (includes a series of 800
female chronograph models) 1/10 second - Type A 19 (includes Movado Junior Sport) 1/10-second quartz chronograph - Type B 21 (includes original 800 sports series and includes original series 800 sports and 800 sports and 1/10 second - Type C 23 (Includes Cerena, Datron, Movado BOLD Titanium XL, new Movado Circa, Museum of Sport, Sapphire Synergy and SE Pilot
quartz chronographs) 1/10th of a second - Type D 26 (includes Movado BOLD 38 mm medium size and quartz x Verto chronographs)Ana-Digi quartz chronograph 1/100 second 28 (includes Movado Dura ana-digi quartz chronograph)Automatic chronograph 1/1 second - Type A 32 (includes original Movado Circa, Movado Master and Vizio automatic 1/1 second chronograph -
Type B 35 (Includes (Includes SE automatic chronographs)Automatic chronograph 1/1 second - Type C 37 (includes new Datron automatic chronographs)
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